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Quantum physics allows for entanglement between microscopic and macroscopic objects, described by dis-
crete and continuous variables, respectively. As in Schro¨dinger’s famous cat gedanken experiment, a box en-
closing the objects can keep the entanglement alive. For applications in quantum information processing, how-
ever, it is essential to access the objects and manipulate them with suitable quantum tools. Here we reach this
goal and deterministically generate entangled light-matter states by reflecting a coherent light pulse with up to
four photons on average from an optical cavity containing one atom. The quantum light propagates freely and
reaches a remote receiver for quantum state tomography. We produce a plethora of quantum states and observe
negative-valued Wigner functions, a characteristic sign of non-classicality. As a first application, we demon-
strate a quantum-logic gate between an atom and a light pulse, with the photonic qubit encoded in the phase of
the light field.
As early as 1935, Schro¨dinger formulated a gedanken
experiment1 with a living cat and a radioactive atom placed
inside a box, which is then closed. When the atom decays,
it triggers a death mechanism that kills the cat. According to
the laws of quantum physics, the decay of the atom occurs at
some random time. Consequently, the time of death of the cat
is unknown. Mathematically, the situation inside the box is
described by an entangled superposition state that is known as
a ‘Schro¨dinger-cat state’. Most remarkable, this state offers a
unique access to the atom-cat system, at least in principle. For
example, a measurement apparatus that is capable of measur-
ing the atom in a superposition of ‘not decayed’ and ‘decayed’
immediately projects the cat into a superposition of ‘alive’ and
‘dead’. Such observation thus transfers the superposition state
of the microscopic quantum object into the macroscopic clas-
sical world, something weird for a cat. In contrast to the en-
tangled Schro¨dinger-cat state, the coherent superposition state
of the cat is here denoted as a ‘cat state’.
While notoriously difficult to create2, several implementa-
tions of Schro¨dinger-cat states or just cat states have emerged
during recent decades. In all these experiments, coherent
states with distinguishable phases mimic the two cat states
‘dead’ and ‘alive’. Most prominently, Schro¨dinger-cat states
were explored using a trapped ion3,4, with the vibrational state
in the trap taking the role of the cat, and coherent microwave
fields confined to superconducting boxes were used in combi-
nation with Rydberg atoms5,6 and superconducting qubits7. In
the latter experiment, the cat state was also released from the
microwave resonator8.
Modern applications in an open quantum-communication
and distributed quantum-networking architecture could ben-
efit from cat states that propagate over some distances. As
long as superconducting transmission lines exist for short dis-
tances only, optical fields propagating through low-loss optical
fibres in the (near) visible part of the electromagnetic spec-
trum are required. With this backdrop, purely optical realiza-
tions of Schro¨dinger-cat states9–12 as well as approximate cat
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states13–19 have been demonstrated, but so far only in a her-
alded fashion. While great effort is under way to release cat
states in a quasi-deterministic manner20, our experiment fol-
lows a different route. We deterministically create entangled
light-matter Schro¨dinger-cat states by reflecting coherent laser
pulses from an optical cavity containing a single trapped atom
in a controlled superposition of two spin states21. We then
employ the entanglement to control the flying optical cat state
by means of a coherent rotation and subsequent measurement
of the atomic spin direction. In principle, this measurement is
possible even when the atom and light are far apart.
The experiment reported here integrates the established
toolbox of discrete variable qubits, like single photons in a
superposition of orthogonal polarization modes, with contin-
uous variable qubits, in our case cat states described by a
superposition of coherent states with opposite phases. Such
cat states have very promising applications in quantum in-
formation processing22,23, mainly because they allow for
loss correction24–26 and possibly for fault-tolerant quantum
computing27. One could therefore envision a hybrid net-
working architecture where short- to mid-distance communi-
cation employs deterministically emitted cat states, and long-
distance communication uses probabilistically produced pho-
tons in combination with success heralds.
Experimental set-up
We employ a single 87Rb atom trapped at the centre of a
high-finesse (6×105) optical cavity (Fig. 1; see Methods). The
atom acts as a three-level system consisting of the two ground
states, |↓〉 and |↑〉, separated by a microwave transition, and
one excited state |e〉. The atom in state |↑〉 is strongly cou-
pled to the fundamental mode of the cavity with parameters
(g,κ,γ) = 2pi×(7.8,2.5,3.0)MHz. Here, g denotes the atom-
photon coupling constant, κ is the cavity field decay rate,
and 2γ is the spontaneous atomic decay rate on the transition
|e〉 → |↑〉. The cavity is actively stabilized on this transition
with a wavelength of 780nm. It is furthermore single-sided in
the sense that the optical losses κ are dominated by the trans-
mission of the mirror through which light is coupled into and
out of the cavity with rate κr = 2pi×2.3MHz.
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Fig. 1 | Experimental set-up. A single 87Rb atom (imaged via a
camera as shown in the inset) is trapped at the centre of a high-finesse
cavity. Coherent optical pulses impinge onto the atom-cavity system
via the outcoupling mirror. The atom can be modelled as a three-level
system as depicted in the level scheme in the lower left inset. After
the reflection, the light pulses (full-width at half-maximum of 2.3µs)
are directed via an acousto-optical deflector (AOD) through an opti-
cal isolator to a homodyne detector with two high-efficiency photo-
diodes (PDs) to perform quantum state tomography and reconstruct
the Wigner function. Fluorescent state detection light is directed to
a single photon detector (SPD) to measure the atomic state. The re-
spective clicks are digitized via a time-to-digital converter (TDC) and
read out with a PC. A field programmable gate array (FPGA) picks
up the homodyne detection signal and can also be read out with the
PC.
Protocol
The protocol21 to create cat states is outlined in Fig. 2a.
Starting with an atom in the coupling state |↑〉, we ap-
ply a pi/2 pulse to generate an equal superposition state
(|↑〉+ |↓〉)/√2. Next, we reflect a coherent pulse |α〉 =
e−|α|2/2∑∞n=0(αn/
√
n!)|n〉 with an arbitrary amplitude α (and
the photonic Fock states |n〉) from the cavity. Here, the mean
photon number 〈n〉 is given by |α|2. This creates a phase shift
that depends on the state of the atom28,29
|↑〉|α〉 → |↑〉|α〉,
|↓〉|α〉 → |↓〉|−α〉. (1)
Thus, after the reflection, the state is (|↑〉|α〉+ |↓〉|−α〉)/√2,
an entangled state of the atom and the light field. With the
initial state of the light field, |α〉, being classical and po-
tentially macroscopic, the entangled atom-light system is our
‘Schro¨dinger cat’. A subsequent pi/2 spin rotation on the atom
produces the state
1
2
[|↑〉(|α〉− |−α〉)+ |↓〉(|α〉+ |−α〉)], (2)
where the light is in an odd or even superposition of ‘alive’,
|α〉, and ‘dead’, |−α〉, entangled with the |↑〉 and |↓〉 eigen-
states of the atom, respectively. Performing a state detection
on the atom, the light part of the state (2) is projected onto
either an odd cat state (|α〉− |−α〉)/N − if the atom is ob-
served in |↑〉 or an even cat state (|α〉+ |−α〉)/N + if the
atom is found in |↓〉. Here, even and odd refers to the pho-
ton number parity of the cat states in Fock space, that is, a
state containing only even and odd photon numbers. N ± are
the respective normalization factors. Of course, the projec-
tion of the entangled atom-light state is inherently random,
and thus produces either an odd or an even cat state in each
trial. Predictably obtaining one specific state would require
feedforward from the atomic spin measurement to the cat state
using unitary transformations30. More complex cat states with
arbitrary superposition coefficients can be generated by suit-
able rotations of the atomic state before the measurement. The
whole protocol described above lasts 45µs.
The created cat states propagate in a well-defined optical
mode and can be sent through an optical fibre that may be part
of a larger quantum network. In our experiment, we send the
light to a homodyne detector for characterization17 (see Meth-
ods). Each measurement returns an amplitude of the optical
field for a given phase value. The full optical state is defined
by its distribution in phase space, the Wigner functionW (q, p)
that we reconstruct from a larger set of measurements. Here,
q and p are the field quadratures spanning phase space. Our
reconstruction basis is the density matrix ρ in truncated Fock
space.
Results
We observe the characteristic Wigner functions (Fig. 2b,c)
with two Gaussian peaks and interference fringes in the centre
that encode the coherent nature of the superposition state31.
The even cat state displays a local maximum and the odd cat
state a local minimum at the centre of the Wigner distribution.
The fidelities of these measured states with ideal even and odd
cat states are 59.2(6)% and 51.2(6)%, respectively. Applying
a correction32 for 25% combined propagation and detection
loss, we obtain 68.0(9)% and 62.8(8)%, respectively.
A characteristic feature of cat states, which has no classical
explanation, is the existence of negative regions in the Wigner
function. We observe a minimum value of −0.016(4) for the
odd cat state with α = 1.4, as shown in Fig. 2b. If we cor-
rect for propagation and detection losses, the minimum value
becomes −0.083(5) (Fig. 2b,c). An intrinsic property of even
cat states is ‘squeezing’, that is, the uncertainty of one of the
field quadratures, ∆p, is smaller than for a coherent state33.
Experimental results are displayed in Fig. 3a that shows the
minimal width of the measured quadrature distributions as a
function of α2. We observe squeezing with a maximal amount
of 1.18(3)dB at α2 = 0.5 (for details see Supplementary Sec-
tion S2). The measured values follow the theoretical predic-
tion ∆p/∆pvac =
√
1−4(1−L)α2/(1+ exp2α2) with rela-
tive optical losses L and the uncertainty of the vacuum state
∆pvac = 1/
√
2. With increasing α2 the width ∆p increases due
to experimental noise in the optical phase φ (angle between
the two Gaussian distributions in phase space) of ∆φ = 0.06pi ,
attributed to residual fluctuations of the cavity and laser fre-
quencies of 0.2MHz.
Losses. It is now worthwhile to discuss the optical losses.
These losses reduce the visibility V of the non-classical
coherences34 which appear as fringes in the Wigner function.
To quantify this effect, we express the visibility as the dif-
ference between even- and odd-cat Wigner functions at the
centre of the cat state, V = pi2 (Weven(0,0)−Wodd(0,0)). The
theoretical calculation (see Methods) gives V = sinh(2(1−
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Fig. 2 | Cat state generation protocol and Wigner functions of experimentally measured cat states. a, Steps required to generate a cat state.
Initially, the atom is prepared (1) in the state |↑〉 before a pi/2 rotation is applied (2) to bring it into the coherent superposition (|↑〉+ |↓〉)/√2.
Then, a coherent state |α〉 is reflected from the cavity and thus an entangled state (|↑〉|α〉+ |↓〉|−α〉)/√2 is created (3). A subsequent pi/2
rotation prepares 12
[|↑〉(|α〉− |−α〉)+ |↓〉(|α〉+ |−α〉)] (4). The last step in the protocol is a state detection on the atom that projects the
optical part onto the even or the odd cat state (5). b, Wigner functions of an even (left) and an odd (right) cat state with α = 1.4, obtained when
the atom is measured in |↓〉 or |↑〉, respectively. The fringes between the two Gaussian distributions are shifted by pi between the two cases.
The upper row is reconstructed without loss-correction, whereas the lower row was corrected for 25% propagation and detection losses, which
affect the state after its creation at the cavity. c, Three-dimensional plot of the measured Wigner function of an odd cat state as it emerges from
the cavity.
L)α2)/sinh(2α2) for an initially ideal cat state. Measured vis-
ibilities are presented in Fig. 3b.
In our experiment, losses stem from the finite cooperativ-
ity of the atom-cavity system, C = g2/(2κγ) = 4.1, and the
reduced escape efficiency ηesc = κr/κ = 0.92 of the cavity,
which does not reflect all of the incoming light. For a coher-
ent input of size α the effective size of the output cat state,
αout = |α+−α−|/2, that is the phase-space distance between
the two coherent contributions, is obtained from input-output
theory (see Methods) as αout = ηα with
η =
κr
κ
g2
g2 +κγ
= ηesc
C
C+1/2
= 0.81. (3)
This corresponds to a loss of Lcav = 1−η2 = 34%.
Remarkably, not all these losses reduce the coherence of
the created cat state like a classical absorber would do. This
is caused by some losses that effectively occur before the
cat state is created. Theoretically, we find that the effective
coherence-reducing losses Leff are (see Methods)
Leff = 1−η = 19%, (4)
(much less than Lcav). Further losses Lp+d occur during prop-
agation and detection of the cat state. These are mainly op-
tical absorption losses Lo = 14%. A small mode mismatch
between the signal and the local oscillator used in the homo-
dyne set-up can be treated as an additional loss Lm = 6.0%.
The detector there comprises two photodiodes with Ld =
1.5%. The subtracted photodiode signals are fed into a field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) for further processing. We
identified several more noise sources that add effective losses
of Ln = 5.5% in total (Supplementary Section S1). Combin-
ing these loss channels according to 1−Lp+d =∏i(1−Li) with
i ∈ {o,m,d,n}, we obtain Lp+d = 25%. The fringe visibilities
in our reconstructed states (solid line in Fig. 3b) match the
theoretical model with combined total losses Ldet = 46(1)%.
In addition to the losses Leff and Lp+d, the observed visibil-
ity suffers from an imperfect atomic state detection as well
as laser or cavity phase fluctuations. Yet Ldet is well below the
threshold of 50%, where the Wigner function becomes entirely
positive34. While the protocol puts no intrinsic constraint on
the size of produced cat states, in our experiment the size is
limited by these losses to α2 <∼ 4.
Generalized cats. The even and odd cat states shown so far
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Fig. 3 | Non-classical properties of measured cat states. a, Squeez-
ing. Even cat states are squeezed with reduced p-quadrature fluctu-
ations for low α2 (light red area), with a maximum of 1.18(3)dB.
Dotted and dashed lines show the theoretical prediction for even cat
states with losses Leff = 0.19 and Ldet = 0.46 for the states immedi-
ately after the cavity and at the homodyne set-up, respectively. The
full model (solid lines) for even (red), odd (yellow) and combined
(grey) cat states is affected by atomic state detection errors of 1.3%
at small α2 and random noise in the phase angle φ at larger α2. The
latter limits the observable squeezing to states with α2 < 1.3. b, Inter-
ference fringe visibility V of measured Wigner functions. The dotted
and dashed lines show the effect of experimental losses Leff and Ldet,
respectively, which reduce the visibility with increasing α2. For α2
close to 0, errors in the atomic state detection dominate and cause the
visibility to drop (solid line, fitted to data). All data points are with-
out correction for optical losses. Error bars depict statistical standard
errors.
are special cases of more general coherent state superpositions
of the form
|ψcat〉= 1
N
(
cos(ξ/2)|α〉+ eiθ sin(ξ/2)|eiφα〉
)
(5)
with parameters α , φ , θ and ξ . Our experiment allows the
control of all these parameters, the phase and modulus of α ,
the optical phase φ between the coherent contributions, the
superposition phase θ that determines even or odd cat states
and the population fraction of the two coherent contributions
ξ . This opens the possibility to create more complex states
that could be useful for continuous-variable error correction
codes24–26.
Specifically, the angle of the last spin rotation (step 4 in
Fig. 2a) controls the relative amplitude of the two coherent
state contributions in the generated cat state. Scanning the
Raman-pulse area ξ from 0 to pi/2 continuously transforms
the optical state (after measuring the atom) from a coherent
state into a cat state with equal amplitudes of coherent contri-
butions (Fig. 4a).
The cat state in equation (5) can be continuously tuned from
an even cat state into an odd cat state via a change of the phase
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Fig. 4 | Control over cat state degrees of freedom. a, Measured
Wigner functions of optical states for different rotation angles ξ of
the atom. The top row shows the optical states after post-selecting
on a measurement outcome |↑〉, while the bottom row shows the
complementary data when the atom was in |↓〉 (as in b). A con-
tinuous transition from the coherent states |α〉 and |−α〉 to the odd
and even cat states, respectively, is observable. In this measurement,
we chose θ = 0, φ = pi and α = 1.4. b, The phase θ for cat states
(|α〉∓ eiθ |−α〉)/N is controlled by the rotation axis of the atomic
state. We observe a continuous transition from an odd into an even
cat state and vice versa. No loss-correction was applied. Data with
more intermediate steps are shown in Supplementary Section S3.
θ of the final pi/2 rotation (step 4 in Fig. 2a). This phase is
imprinted onto the observed interference fringes in the Wigner
function. Figure 4b shows the continuous transition from an
even into an odd cat state and vice versa for 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi . The
optical phase φ is varied between 0 and 2pi via a detuning
between the impinging light and the cavity resonance. On res-
onance, φ = pi . Data showing control over α , φ , θ and ξ in
more detail are presented in Supplementary Section S3.
Entanglement. So far we have used the light-matter entan-
glement provided by the Schro¨dinger-cat state to produce an
optical cat state by making a measurement on the atom. We
now show that light and matter are indeed entangled by ob-
serving an entanglement witness. To this end, we measure the
atomic state in three different detection bases via the applica-
tion of spin rotation pulses. Representing the spin in terms of
Pauli matrices σi = {σI ,σx,σy,σz} and the corresponding op-
tical state as joint Wigner functions35 Wi = {WI ,Wx,Wy,Wz},
which play the role of Stokes parameters, allows us to ex-
press the full density matrix of the entire atom-cat system as
ρac = 12 ∑iσi⊗Wi. Here WI is the average photonic density
matrix with the atom traced out. Wx,y,z are sums of photonic
density matrices weighted with the outcome of the atomic spin
measurement of ±1 for outcomes |↑〉 and |↓〉, respectively, in
the measurement bases x, y and z. Wigner representations of
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Fig. 5 | Entanglement between atom and cat state. The com-
bined atom-cat density matrix is represented through four optical
joint Wigner functions Wi obtained for atomic spin measurements in
the respective bases. WI is the optical state when the atom is not eval-
uated. Wz is the difference of the two contributing coherent peaks.
Wx and Wy are the interference fringes of cat states with two differ-
ent phases θ = 0 and θ =−pi/2, respectively. Here, α = 1.4 and no
loss-correction was applied.
our measured Wi are displayed in Fig. 5. The obtained den-
sity matrix ρac has a negativity36 N = 0.057(5) for an input
state with α = 1.4. The statistically significant positive value
witnesses the entanglement.
Quantum gate. The reflection mechanism (equation (1)) that
has so far been used to create entanglement is essentially a
quantum-logic gate between an atom and a light field. Here,
the coherent states |α〉 and |−α〉 form an orthogonal qubit ba-
sis as long as α is large enough. For our value, α = 1.4, the
overlap of these basis states is |〈−α|α〉|2 = exp(−4|α|2) =
3.9×10−4, small enough for a good qubit. To probe our
mechanism as a gate, we employ a basis set of input states
|↑,α〉, |↑,−α〉, |↓,α〉, |↓,−α〉. In this basis, the gate acts as a
CNOT37 with the truth table
|↑,+α〉 → |↑,+α〉
|↑,−α〉 → |↑,−α〉
|↓,+α〉 → |↓,−α〉
|↓,−α〉 → |↓,+α〉. (6)
Here the atom serves as the control qubit that can flip the
optical target qubit. We characterize this gate with coherent
pulses containing a mean photon number of |α|2 = 〈n〉 ≈ 2,
the same value as in the measurements confirming the entan-
glement between the atom and the light field. The quantum
nature of the gate has thus been demonstrated in the context
of Fig. 5. The classical truth table is shown in Fig. 6 and ex-
hibits the expected CNOT behaviour. Here, the optical losses
change the input states |±α〉 to output states |±αdet〉 with
αdet = α
√
1−Ldet = 1.0. This change is well-characterized
and thus predictable, and the overlap between the two out-
put states is still small (1.8×10−2). We calculate the mean
input
|↑, +α⟩
|↑,−α⟩
|↓, +α⟩
|↓,−α⟩
ou
tpu
t|↑, +αout⟩
|↑,−αout⟩
|↓, +αout⟩
|↓,−αout⟩
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
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P
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0.870.860.85
Fig. 6 | Truth table of the atom-cat gate. For the choice of ba-
sis states |↑〉/|↓〉 ⊗ |α〉/|−α〉, the gate operates as a CNOT where
the atom controls the optical target qubit. With the atom in |↑〉, the
optical state is unaffected (bars on the diagonal), whereas the atom
in |↓〉 causes the coherent state to flip phase (off-diagonal bars) as
predicted by equation (1). The open bars show an ideal CNOT. The
optical input states were coherent with α = ±1.4. The overlap with
the expected output states with αdet = 1.0 is calculated as the overlap
between expected and measured states. Imperfections are mainly due
to broadened phase-space distributions.
fidelity of the observed output states with the expected out-
put states and find values around 86%. The reduction from
100% comes mainly from phase noise due to cavity and laser
frequency fluctuations that broaden the coherent-state Wigner
function of the reflected field in the azimuthal direction. If we
discriminate the coherent state qubits simply between nega-
tive and positive q-quadratures, the fidelity of the truth table
becomes 96%. Note that the gate acts as a CPHASE in the
|↑〉/|↓〉⊗ |cat±〉 basis.
Conclusion
The experiment has demonstrated unprecedented control
over all relevant parameters of optical cat states, making them
a resource for continuous-variable quantum information pro-
cessing with coherent-state superpositions as qubits22,23. The
useful size of these qubits depends on the optical losses, elim-
ination of which is the key challenge for future improvements.
Optical losses in the cavity (equation (4)) can be reduced with
improved cavity parameters. For example, parasitic losses
κ − κr could be lowered by reducing surface scattering and
absorption. Likewise, the atom-cavity coupling rate g could
be increased with a smaller mode volume, either by reducing
the mirror distance or by decreasing the mirror radius of cur-
vature. Here, microscopic fibre cavities offer improvements
by more than an order of magnitude. Propagation losses can
be mitigated by loss-correction codes that are possibly sim-
ilar to those that have already been tested in the microwave
6domain38. Optical cats as qubits could therefore be a promis-
ing alternative to single photons for quantum communication
in a future quantum internet15,39, at least when losses are not
too severe.
It should be emphasized that in contrast to all protocols so
far realized with single optical photons as qubits29, the cre-
ation and detection of Schro¨dinger-cat states as implemented
here prepares and verifies an entangled light-matter state in
each trial, without any post-selection. One could utilize this
entanglement in a hybrid Bell test35,40,41 that takes advantage
of the deterministic nature of the entangling operation as well
as the near-unity detection efficiency for both the atomic and
the photonic state. Our atomic qubit could also be mapped to
the polarization of a single photon through the readout process
reported in ref.42. This would extend our atom-light entan-
glement towards purely optical photon-light entanglement43,
a hybrid entanglement between discrete and continuous vari-
ables states of light.
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Experimental set-up. A schematic of the set-up is shown in
Fig. 1. We used an optical Fabry-Pe´rot cavity with a mirror
separation of 0.5mm and finesse of F = 6×104. The relevant
cavity quantum electrodynamics parameters were (g,κ,γ) =
2pi(7.8,2.5,3.0)MHz, placing our atom-cavity system in the
strong coupling regime. In our notation, g is the atom-photon
coupling rate, κ the cavity field decay rate and 2γ the spon-
taneous decay rate of the excited atomic state |e〉. With this
set-up, the atoms are initially trapped in a magneto-optical
trap and transferred into the cavity. Once an atom arrives at
the centre of the cavity, a three-dimensional standing-wave
optical lattice is switched on. We used a red-detuned dipole
trap (1064nm) perpendicular to the cavity axis along the x
direction in Fig. 1 and two blue-detuned (771nm) repulsive
standing waves in the y and z directions. The blue-detuned
traps confine the atom to their standing wave nodes, where
the intensity-dependent (and therefore fluctuating) light shift
is small. The atom is held in this configuration on aver-
age for 10s. We monitored the atom with a camera and a
high-numerical-aperture (NA = 0.4) objective. Conditioned
on the presence of an atom in the cavity, we started the ex-
perimental protocol. Initially, the atom is pumped to the
state |↑〉 = |52S1/2,F=2,mF=2〉 via a right-circularly polar-
ized pump laser along the cavity axis on the F=2↔ F ′=3
transition. The pump light is applied for 120µs, and success-
ful pumping of the atom is heralded by a reduction of the cav-
ity transmission44. After this step, the atom can effectively be
considered as a three-level system consisting of the states |↑〉,
|↓〉 = |52S1/2,F=1,mF=1〉 and |e〉 = |52P3/2,F ′=3,mF=3〉.
Spin rotations and the generation of superposition states of |↑〉
and |↓〉 are realized with a pair of Raman lasers (green arrow
in Fig. 1). The frequency difference between these two orthog-
onally polarized laser beams corresponds to the frequency dif-
ference between the states |↓〉 and |↑〉 of 6.8GHz. The Raman
lasers are 131GHz red-detuned from the 87Rb D1 transition
at 795nm and impinge onto the atoms from the side. Each
application of the cat state protocol is followed by Sisyphus
cooling, which is applied to the atom for 1700µs. The entire
protocol is repeated at a rate of 500Hz.
Homodyne detection. We characterized the optical states
via balanced homodyne detection17. In this process, the sig-
nal is mixed with a 1.8mW local oscillator (LO) beam of a
continuous-wave laser on a 50/50 non-polarizing beamsplitter
(NPBS). The intensities of the two output beams are measured
on separate photodiodes (Hamamatsu S3883 with glass win-
dows removed) and subtracted electronically. This difference
signal is proportional to the signal beam amplitude and ampli-
fied to a measurable level. We recorded a time trace of each
signal pulse with a field-programmable gate array (FPGA),
and averaged the amplitude over the known temporal mode of
the pulse. This results in one electric field amplitude (quadra-
ture) in each homodyne measurement. The quadrature is a
projection of the amplitude in phase space under a projection
angle that is given by the relative phase of the LO with respect
to the signal beam. We do not interferometrically stabilize
this phase in our homodyne measurements. The phase thus
changes due to thermal drifts of the employed optics and a
1Hz detuning of the LO that ensures uniform sampling over
all projection angles. For each homodyne measurement the
relative phase between signal and LO is determined separately.
To this end, the power of the reflected beam is increased by a
factor of 30 for a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio and the LO
phase is swept for 100µs over 2pi to record a full interference
oscillation. In order not to lose the atom from the intra-cavity
dipole traps during this measurement, it is pumped to the non-
coupling state |↓〉, which is almost completely decoupled from
the cavity. In each shot, the phase of the reflected beam with
respect to the local oscillator can be determined with an ac-
curacy of 2◦. Phase drifts within a few 100µs between the
experiment and the phase determination are negligible.
For state reconstruction, we performed many repeated mea-
surements, each resulting in one quadrature value and a cor-
responding LO phase that determines the projection angle in
phase space. We acquire on the order of 104 samples for
each measured optical state, and each outcome can be con-
sidered as one projective measurement of the density matrix
ρ . The density matrix in truncated Fock space is obtained
via maximum likelihood estimation using the iterative RρR
algorithm45. This ensures a physical density matrix and allows
for the correction of optical losses. We obtain an estimate for
the uncertainty (covariance matrix) of each reconstructed den-
sity matrix using the Hessian of the likelihood function46. The
density matrix fully characterizes the quantum state and there-
fore allows us to compute all derived quantities, such as the
Wigner function, photon statistics or fringe visibility. Some
quantities, such as squeezing, can directly be derived from the
raw data and do not depend on the density matrix reconstruc-
tion.
Analytic treatment of cavity losses. Our atom-cavity sys-
tem is well described by input-output theory47 in the limit
of slowly varying light intensities and low atomic excitation
probability. For simplicity, we assume the case where cavity,
atom and coherent input light |α〉 are on resonance, and all
amplitudes are real. We consider four modes: cavity reflec-
tion |r〉, cavity transmission |t〉, mirror losses |m〉 and scatter-
ing via the atom |a〉. The modes can be considered coherent
with amplitudes
r↓/↑ =
Ng2 +(κ−2κr)γ
Ng2 +κγ
α (7)
t↓/↑ =
2
√
κrκtγ
Ng2 +κγ
α (8)
m↓/↑ =
2
√
κrκmγ
Ng2 +κγ
α (9)
a↓/↑ =
2
√κrγ
√
Ng
Ng2 +κγ
α, (10)
respectively. Here, N is the number of coupling atoms, N = 0
for |↓〉 and N = 1 for |↑〉, κi are optical field decay rates into
the respective modes and κ = κr+κt +κm.
With a coherent input |α〉 of amplitude α , the output will
be a superposition of two coherent fields of amplitude r↓ and
r↑, which we call |r↓〉 and |r↑〉, respectively. If the moduli
of the two amplitudes differ, the resulting cat state in phase
space will be off-centred, which is easily correctable with a
9displacement. In our experiment however, the two amplitudes
are nearly identical. The total size of the cat state is given by
the peak separation
αout =
1
2
|r↑− r↓|= κrκ
g2
g2 +κγ
α = ηα , (11)
where we use the definition
η :=
κr
κ
g2
g2 +κγ
(= 0.81) . (12)
The total losses can be expressed as Lcav = 1−α2out/α2 = 1−
η2 (= 0.34).
Henceforth we consider the reflected light modes |r↑〉, |r↓〉
and the loss modes |l↑〉 := |t↑〉|m↑〉|a↑〉 and |l↓〉 := |t↓〉|m↓〉|a↓〉,
which have overlaps of〈
r↑|r↓
〉
= e−2η
2α2 , (13)
〈
l↑|l↓
〉
=
〈
t↑|t↓
〉〈
m↑|m↓
〉〈
a↑|a↓
〉
= e−2(1−η)ηα
2
, (14)
〈l↑|
〈
r↑|r↓
〉 |l↓〉= e−2ηα2 . (15)
We reflect the light when the atom is in an equal superposition
of |↑〉 and |↓〉 and probe the atom after a consecutive pi/2 ro-
tation with phase θ . The produced optical state immediately
after the reflection and state detection of the atom is
|ψout〉= |r↑〉|l↑〉+ e
iθ |r↓〉|l↓〉√
2(1+ e−2ηα2 cosθ)
(16)
for the atom measured in |↓〉, and similar with θ → θ +pi for
the atom in |↑〉. Light in the loss modes will be dissipated in
the environment. The remaining optical state ρ is obtained by
tracing out the losses:
ρ = trl |ψout〉〈ψout| (17)
= 1/2
1+e−2ηα2 cosθ
(
|r↑〉〈r↑|
〈
l↑|l↑
〉
+ e−iθ |r↑〉〈r↓|
〈
l↓|l↑
〉
+
+ eiθ |r↓〉〈r↑|
〈
l↑|l↓
〉
+ |r↓〉〈r↓|
〈
l↓|l↓
〉)
(18)
=
|r↑〉〈r↑|+ e−2(1−η)ηα2(e−iθ |r↑〉〈r↓|+ eiθ |r↓〉〈r↑|)+ |r↓〉〈r↓|
2(1+ e−2ηα2 cosθ)
(19)
=
|r↑〉〈r↑|+ e−2(1−η)α20 (e−iθ |r↑〉〈r↓|+ eiθ |r↓〉〈r↑|)+ |r↓〉〈r↓|
2(1+ e−2α20 cosθ)
(20)
Here, the coherence terms are reduced due to optical losses
by a factor exp(−2(1−η)α20 ). The state ρ is equivalent to a
cat state of original amplitude α0 =
√
ηα that has undergone
coherence-reducing intensity losses34 of Leff = 1−η (= 0.19).
Thus, only a part of the total cavity losses Lcav = 1−η2 af-
fects the coherences. In terms of optical depth, the coherence-
reducing losses are exactly half the total losses.
The Wigner function W of ρ , given for a generic lossy cat
state in ref.34, is
W (q, p) =
1
2pi
(
e−p
2−(q−√2r↓)2 + e−p
2−(q−√2r↑)2
+2e−2(1−η)ηα
2
e−p
2−(q−(r↓+r↑)/
√
2)2
·cos(θ +
√
8ηα p)
)
/(1+ e−2ηα
2
cosθ) (21)
It consists of two Gaussian peaks of separation
√
8ηα and
a fringe term in the centre whose amplitude is reduced by
exp(−2(1− η)α20 ) through the losses. The fringe centre
(q0, p0) = ((r↓+ r↑)/
√
2,0), is equal to (0,0) in our exper-
iment, because the reflection amplitudes r↓ and r↑ have the
same magnitude. The interference fringe visibility defined by
V = pi2 (Weven(q0, p0)−Wodd(q0, p0)) becomes
V =
sinh(2ηα20 )
sinh(2α20 )
=
sinh(2(1−Leff)α20 )
sinh(2α20 )
, (22)
taking into account the normalization of W . If the coherent
contributions in the final cat states have little overlap, ηα20 
1, the visibility decays exponentially with respect to the losses
and to the cat size α20 :
V ' exp(−2Leffα20 ). (23)
The fringes essentially vanish when the number of lost pho-
tons Leffα20 exceeds one half. This effectively limits the
achievable size of a cat state.
Finally we compute the fidelity of ρ with respect to an ideal
cat state of the same size
|ψcat〉= |r↑〉+ e
iθ |r↓〉√
2(1+ e−2η2α2 cosθ)
(24)
which yields
F = 〈ψcat|ρ|ψcat〉 (25)
= 1− (1− e
−4ηα20 )(1− e−2(1−η)α20 )
2(1+ e−2ηα20 cosθ)(1+ e−2α20 cosθ)
. (26)
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S1. Loss budget
A detailed list of all identified loss sources in our set-up is
shown in Table S1. Cavity losses Leff = 19% were inferred
from the measured cavity-QED parameters, as shown in the
methods. They are the only intrinsic losses, whereas every-
thing else can be considered technical.
Optical absorption and reflection losses amount to Lo =
14% and are induced by the optical isolator and the acousto-
optical deflector (AOD) switch as well as other optical com-
ponents such as lenses, waveplates, mirrors and beamsplit-
ters. Those losses were determined with a power meter at
a macroscopic beam intensity. The imperfect mode match-
ing between the signal and the local oscillator was determined
through the visibility of an interference signal. The quantum
efficiency of the two homodyne photodiodes was determined
from the photocurrent at a given optical power. The various
noise sources along the signal line, optical as well as elec-
tronic, resemble optical losses Ln that can be derived from the
noise variancesS1.
When several losses Li occur, their transmission coefficients
multiply, that is the combined loss L is obtained according to
1−L=∏
i
(1−Li) . (S1)
We obtain combined propagation and detection losses Lp+d =
25%, which may be corrected for in the evaluation. Together
with Leff, all losses that we individually accounted for (Ta-
ble S1) amount to 39%. The experimentally measured fringe
visibilities correspond to slightly higher actual losses of Ldet =
46% (Fig. 3b). This is mostly caused by two imperfections:
Fluctuations of the cavity-induced phase shift (∆φ = 0.06pi)
blur the Wigner function and reduce the amplitude of the in-
Table S1 | Loss budget listing the loss channels in our experiment
that we individually quantified. Uncertainties in the individual losses
are on the order of 10% of their respective magnitude.
Source of loss (effective) loss Li
Finite cavity reflectivity 19.0% Leff
Lenses, waveplates, mirrors and NPBS 9.5%
Lo

Lp+d
Isolator transmission 3.0%
Switch AOD transmission 2.5%
Mode matching with LO 6.0% Lm
Quantum efficiency of photodiodes 1.5% Ld
Detector dark noise 2.5%
Ln
LO classical laser noise 1.8%
Electronic high pass 0.7 kHz signal reduction 1.1%
Electronic high pass background noise 0.2%
Total losses 39.3%
terference fringes. This effect reduces the visibility as much
as another 5% loss for a cat state with α = 1.4. In addition,
imperfect atomic state detection causes a mutual admixture
of opposite cat states that partially cancels the interference
fringes. We determined the fraction of wrong atomic state
detections, including imperfect spin rotations, when no light
was impinging to 1.3%. This reduces the fringe visibility at
α = 1.4 as much as another 1% loss.
We expect that the technical losses could be reduced signif-
icantly by a multitude of measures. For instance, lenses could
be replaced by curved mirrors and the beam-switching could
be performed by a more efficient device than the acousto-
optical deflector. All optical elements could be selected more
rigorously for low optical losses, as the standard off-the-shelf
components exhibit significant performance variations.
S2. Squeezing of cat states
Fig. S1 shows an example of an even cat state of α = 0.7
and the respective histogram along the p-axis. The data show
squeezing of 1.18(3)dB. Squeezing can only be observed for
even cat states. The odd cat states have a minimum at the
centre of phase space which necessarily broadens the distribu-
tion. Fig. 3a in the main text shows a scan of the cat size and
the corresponding width of the respective distributions for the
even and the odd cat states.
S3. Control over all parameters of the cat states
In this section, we demonstrate full control over all param-
eters that quantify the cat state
|ψcat〉= 1
N
(
cos(ξ/2)|α〉+ eiθ sin(ξ/2)|eiφα〉
)
. (S2)
Specifically, we scan the size α , the optical phase φ between
the coherent contributions, the superposition phase θ and pop-
ulation fraction of the two coherent contributions ξ .
A. Scan of cat-state amplitude α
The cat state amplitude α can be chosen freely by the in-
tensity of the coherent input light which is proportional to the
mean number of photons 〈n〉= |α|2. Fig. S2a shows odd and
even cat states for different α . If α is increased in the experi-
ment, the two coherent Gaussian peaks in the Wigner function
separate further. Additionally, the oscillation period of the ob-
served interference fringes between these contributions scales
proportional to α . The even cat states show quadrature squeez-
ing for α < 1.1. Due to optical losses, the interference fringes
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Fig. S1 | Squeezed cat state at α= 0.7. a, Reconstructed Wigner
distribution from ≈ 7×104 measured quadrature values by means
of the maximum likelihood estimation in Fock space. No loss-
correction was applied. b, Histogram of measured quadrature val-
ues for projection angles in the interval 90◦±5◦. The solid curve is
a normalized Gaussian with the same mean value and spread as the
measured distribution. The dashed curve shows the respective distri-
bution of a vacuum state. c, Standard deviation of quadrature values
vs. projection angle given by the relative phase of the local oscilla-
tor. Fitted values range from 0.62 (squeezed) to 0.99 (anti-squeezed).
The vacuum noise level is at 1/
√
2 (dashed line).
and the negativity drop to the noise level if the amplitude is
increased above α = 2.
B. Scan of coherent population fraction ξ
The ratio of the two coherent contributions |α〉 and |−α〉 in
the produced optical states can be controlled by changing the
area ξ of the final spin rotation of the atom (step 4 in Fig. 2a).
Fig. S2b shows such a scan for different values of ξ between
0 and pi/2. The experiment performs a continuous transi-
tion between the entangled Schro¨dinger-cat states
(|↑〉|α〉+
|↓〉|−α〉)/√2 and [|↑〉(|α〉− |−α〉)+ |↓〉(|α〉+ |−α〉)]/2.
C. Scan of the superposition phase θ
The interference fringes in the Wigner function can be con-
trolled via a change of the phase θ of the last pi/2 spin rotation
in the experimental protocol. In all previous experiments, the
phase of this particular pulse was equal to the phase of the first
pi/2 pulse. Experimentally, the phase of the last pulse can be
altered by a change in the phase of the respective radio fre-
quency drive supplying an acousto-optical modulator which
generates the desired Raman probe pulse. We employ a direct
digital synthesizer to scan this phase from zero to pi in steps of
pi/4. Fig. S2c shows the maximum likelihood reconstructions
of the respective Wigner functions. For θ = 0, a post-selection
on |↑〉 results again in the odd cat state. In the case of the atom
being measured in |↓〉, the even cat state is obtained. This cor-
respondence can be interchanged by setting θ = pi as done in
the last column of Fig. S2c. In the intermediate regimeS2, a
continuous transition from the even to the odd cat state and
vice versa can be observed when post-selecting on |↓〉 or |↑〉,
respectively. We observe a direct correspondence of the mea-
sured fringe phase θ to the respective phase of the atomic state
rotation pulse.
D. Scan of the optical phase φ
To characterize the phase shift mechanism employed to cre-
ate the cat states, the atom is prepared in the superposition
state (|↑〉+ |↓〉)/√2. Subsequently, a resonant coherent pulse
with α = 2.3 (〈n〉 = 5.3) is reflected from the cavity. The re-
flected pulse is tomographically characterized and the respec-
tive Wigner function is reconstructed. The Wigner function
shows the two Gaussian distributions whose relative positions
depend on the imprinted phase shift and thus on the relative
detuning ∆ of the coherent pulse and the cavity resonanceS3,S4.
Cavity input-output theory predicts the respective complex re-
flection amplitude r as
r(∆) = 1− 2κr(2ipi∆+ γ)
(2ipi∆+κ)(2ipi∆+ γ)+g2
. (S3)
The relative phase shift between the coupling and the non-
coupling case is thus given by
φ(∆) = arg(r(∆)|g=0)− arg(r(∆)|g=2pi×7.8MHz). (S4)
In the phase space representation, the relative phase shift can
be extracted as the angle between the lines connecting the ori-
gin to the two centres of the observed Gaussians. Thus, the
angular distance between the two Gaussians will vary as ∆ and
thus φ(∆) is scanned (Fig. S3). The amplitude of the coherent
states varies slightly for different ∆ as the modulus of the re-
flectivity (equation (S3)) changes across the cavity resonance.
Fig. S4 shows the theoretical expectation for φ(∆) with our
cavity parameters as well as the experimentally observed data.
We find agreement between theory and experiment.
S4. Detuned cat states
Experimentally, φ can be continuously tuned between 0 and
2pi by changing the resonance frequency of the cavity. This
degree of freedom can be used to generate cat states in which
the two contributions have any desired phase difference in
phase space. Fig. S5 shows an example of an odd cat state
where a detuning of ∆= 300kHz was chosen. In this case, the
phase shift between the non-coupling and the coupling com-
ponent of the reflected light is 0.91pi .
The ability to control the phase difference offers the pos-
sibility to create cat states with more than two coherent con-
tributions after repeated reflections. If a detuned cat state is
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Fig. S2 | Gallery of cat states. Each top row displays the optical Wigner functions for the atom detected in |↑〉 whereas the bottom row is for
|↓〉. a, Odd and even cat states for varying amplitudes α between 0.5 and 2. The most significant negative values are observed for α = 1.4.
Above α = 2 the interference fringes become dominated by noise. b, Wigner functions for varying pulse area ξ of the final spin rotation
pulse (step 4 in Fig. 2a). We can smoothly transition between coherent states (ξ = 0) and cat states (ξ = pi/2). Here α = 1.4. c, Scan of
the phase θ . A continuous transition from an odd into an even cat state and vice versa is observable. The generated cat states have the form
(|α〉∓ eiθ |−α〉)/N with α = 1.4.
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Fig. S3 | Reflected coherent pulses with cavity-light detuning ∆. Wigner functions of reflected coherent pulses of α = 2.3 with the atom
prepared in (|↑〉+ |↓〉)/√2 and no consideration of the final atomic state. The detuning ∆ between the impinging light and the cavity is scanned
between ±2.5MHz in steps of 0.5MHz. The Gaussian on the positive q axis corresponds to the coupling atom |↑〉 while the other Gaussian
corresponding to |↓〉 moves in phase space as ∆ is changed. Because α is relatively large and the final atomic state is not considered, no
interference fringes appear. The Wigner functions in this figure were reconstructed with the inverse Radon transform, because it is better suited
for states with large amplitudes than the maximum likelihood technique.
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Fig. S4 | Phaseshift φ as a function of cavity-light detuning ∆.
Atom-induced phase shift as a function of laser detuning. The black
solid curve shows φ(∆) according to equation (S4) with our cavity
parameters. The measured angles, obtained from fits to the Wigner
functions in Fig. S3, closely follow the theoretical prediction. Error
bars on each data point are in the range of one degree and thus too
small to be visible in the above plot.
reflected from another cavity and if the detuning is changed
between the two reflection processes, (this could be done by
locking the cavities at different frequencies) a cat state with
four different coherent components can be created. Such
cat states have been generated in the microwave domainS5
and were shown to be a useful resource in error correction
schemesS6.
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Fig. S5 | Example of a cat state generated with a detuned coherent
pulse reflected from the atom-cavity system. The left plot shows
the Wigner function reconstructed from the raw data while the right
plot shows the same Wigner function corrected for propagation and
detection losses. The detuning between the cavity resonance and the
optical pulse is ∆= 300kHz.
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